Mr. Friedman

suggest contact Brig. Tidman re British items to be disclosed.

This is to be on a reciprocal basis. I would not include ASAY 6 without getting AFSAC concurrence on a code sheet basis. Does Air Force wish to include 4E5?
Office Memorandum

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: [Redacted]

FROM: [Redacted]

DATE: 2 SEP 1950

SUBJECT:

1. The attached is submitted in connection with the decision to add the Y-6 to the agenda of the BRUSA comsec conference.

5 SEP 1950

0000

0000

AS
MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL STONE

TOP SECRET

SUBJECT: Amendment of Agenda of U.S.-British Conference

1. At the preliminary meeting held Friday afternoon 1 September, it was agreed to request the permission of AFSA to add the ASAY 6 to the Agenda of the BRUSA COMSEC Conference under the heading of "Working Group No. 4 - Voice Security Systems for Tactical Purposes."

2. Reference is made to AFSA 63/5 which was approved at the last meeting of AFSA (25 August 1950) and which amended the subject Agenda to include certain items whose addition had been requested by the Air Force. In approving this paper AFSA also approved the following paragraph:

"3. AFSA is requested to approve the addition of the items listed in the Enclosure, and is further requested to authorize the U.S. delegation to discuss such additional items as may be proposed by either the British or U.S. delegation which the Director, AFSA, deems appropriate, and within the scope of JCS 2074/2."

3. In view of the above paragraph and the agreement that the Y-6 is an equipment which the Air Force will use for tactical purposes, it is considered that addition of the Y-6 to the Agenda can be accomplished without reference to AFSA.

A. SINKOV

A. SINKOV
AFSA-04T